
“One who lends money is greater than one  
who performs charity, and one who forms  
  a partnership is greater than all.” 
   Talmud Shabbat 63a
 

“You give but little when you give  
 of your possessions. It is when you    
      give of yourself that you truly give.”
   Khalil Gibran
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יום ראשון ה-14 ביוני 2015

ארוחת בוקר   09:30 – 08:30

פתיחה והצגת התוכנית   10:00 – 09:30

חלוקה לקבוצות: הכרות   11:30 – 10:00

הפסקה   12:00 – 11:30

מסקנות ולקחים מפרויקטים  13:00 – 12:00
עשור לאוניברסיטה בעם: הישגים ולקחים - רותם ידלין	 
הרחבת רשת החוות האורגניות - יוני יפת רייך	 
הרחבת ווצ'ר מתנאל - איתן מורן	 
סוגיה - אודי לאון	 

ארוחת צהריים   15:00 – 13:30

יישומים ניסויים בחינוך   16:30 – 15:00
בית ספר קמא, ירוחם, מדרשיה בבית ספר - תמר ביטון	 
גימנסיה הרצליה, פרויקט ספירונלה - זאב דגני, מיה 	 

סביר
תיכון חברתי - קרן ברנס	 
ישיבה תיכונית חרדית - בצלאל כהן	 

הפסקה   17:00 – 16:30

מבחר פרויקטים עתידיים  18:30 – 17:00
יזמות במגזר החרדי - משה פרידמן	 
אליטות מקצועיות משרתות - שמריהו בן פזי	 
פעילות משפטית - עדי קול	 

הזיקה התלמודית לעולם    19:30 – 18:30
הרב עדין שטייזלץ	 
השקת נתיב לתלמוד - יניב מזומן	 

ארוחת ערב   21:00 – 19:30

פעילות ערב בהנחיית יאיר הראל  22:30 – 21:00

יום שני ה-15 ביוני 2015

ארוחת בוקר   08:30 – 07:30

אפיקי פעולה עתידיים  10:00 – 08:30
בית מתנאל - מוטי שלם	 
המכון האירו-ים תיכוני לדיאלוג בין הציוויליזציות - יורם 	 

כהן
מוצרים חינוכיים - מנחם שכטר	 

הזרמים הקבליים הפועלים בחברה הישראלית    11:00 – 10:00

פרופ' חביבה פדיה, אוניברסיטת בן גוריון בנגב,    
פרופ' משה אידל, האוניברסיטה העברית, מכללת צפת 

וד"ר מאיר בוזגלו, האוניברסיטה העברית, תנועת תיקון

הפסקה   11:30 – 11:00

סיעור מוחות על רעיונות לבדיקה  12:30 – 11:30

תחומי פעילות מועדפים לשנתיים הבאות  

סיכום  13:00 – 12:30

ארוחת צהריים  13:00

תוכנית
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Dimanche 14 juin
08:30 – 09:30 Petit-Déjeuner
09:30 – 10:00 Ouverture: Présentation du programme
10:00 – 11:30 Connaissance en petits groupes
11:30 – 12:00 Pause
12:00 – 13:30 Enseignements d’activités en cours 

•	 Les dix ans d’Access for All: Quelles 
conclusions pour l’avenir? - Rotem Yadlin

•	 Expansion des fermes - Yoni Yefet Reich
•	 Expansion des vouchers Matanel - Eytan 

Moran
•	 Sugya - Udi Leon

13:30 – 15:00 Déjeuner
15:00 - 16:30 Best Practices en cours 

•	 Ecole Kama, Yeroham - Tamar Biton 
•	 Gimnassia Herzlya: Spironella - Zeev 

Dgani; Maya Savir 
•	 Tichon Hevrati: Apprentissage - Keren 

Barnes
•	 Lycée-Yeshiva Haredi - Bezalel Cohen

16:30 – 17:00 Pause
17:00 – 18:30 Un choix de projets pour l’avenir 

•	 Entrepreunariat dans le monde Haredi - 
Moshe Friedmann 

•	 Elites professionnelles - Shemaryahu Ben Pazi
•	 Legal Action - Adi Koll  

18:30 – 19:30 La vision talmudique du monde
•	 Rabbin Adin Steinsaltz
•	 Présentation de l’anthologie sur le Talmud 

- Yaniv Mezuman  
19:30 – 21:00  Dîner 
21:00 – 22:30 Soirée interne
  Animée par Yaïr Harel

Le lundi 15 juin 2015 
07:30 – 08:30 Petit-déjeuner
08:30 – 10:00 Pistes d’action pour l’avenir 

•	 Beit Matanel - Moti Shalem
•	 Institut euro-méditerranéen pour le 

Dialogue entre les Civilisations- Yoram 
Cohen

•	 Produits éducatifs - Menachem Shechter
10:00 – 11:00 Tendances kabbalistiques au sein de la  
  société israélienne - Prof. Haviva Pedaya;  
  Université Ben Gourion du Néguev 
  Prof. Moshe Idel, Université Hébraïque  
  de Jérusalem, Collège supérieur de Safed 
  Dr. Meïr Buzaglu, Université Hébraïque  
  de Jérusalem, Mouvement Tikkun
11:00 – 11:30 Pause
11:30 – 12:30 Brainstorming: Rêver Matanel 
  Les domaines privilégiés d’intervention pour  
	 	 les	trois	prochaines	années	-	Joëlle	Aflalo,	 
  Gad Boukobza
12:30 – 13:00 Clôture
13:00  Déjeuner 

Programme
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When it comes to 
resources, the Matanel 
Foundation is not a 
large philanthropic entity, 
especially in comparison 
to such major funds as 

the Rockefeller or Ford Foundations. It is a small foundation with 
a limited budget, and, therefore, cannot take upon itself large-
scale	 projects.	 Jerusalem	 is	 filled	with	 buildings	whose	 value	 is	
estimated in the millions of dollars while their designated purpose 
remains unknown, with many others now under construction; such 
undertakings are beyond the Foundation’s reach. Yet the history 
and technology of small states, such as those of Israel and Japan, 
teach us that a more modest size bears several advantages: It is 
precisely their small dimensions that enable them to bring about 
great improvements. With this in mind, the Matanel Foundation’s 
financial	 limitation	 led	 the	 Foundation	 to	 incorporate	 a	mode	of	
operation that is more compact, more intensive, and more creative.

Indeed, the Matanel Foundation serves essentially as a catalyst 
and, as such, is involved in accelerating processes. It does not 
possess the capacity and power to get into the thick of things, 
but it can stimulate activity. The power of a catalytic substance 
lies in that, while it is typically present only in small quantities, 
it is able, at the critical moment, to facilitate a process much 
greater than itself. The catalyst is expected to remain present and 
continue its catalytic activity. 

Alternatively, one could say that the Matanel Foundation acts 
like a capital venture fund—that is, a fund that gets involved with 
innovative ideas and projects and supports them until they start 
to grow. The seed of a large technological project develops in a 
technological incubator, where it is transformed from being one 
person’s idea or dream to something greater, more substantial. 
It	 is	 then	sold	 to	a	 large	entity	with	sufficient	 funds,	such	as	a	
university, government, or television network, that is willing to 
expand the project further. The Foundation will be content to be 
remembered and mentioned at a later date, when the project has 
proven its worth.

In any event, the Matanel Foundation assists new projects mature 
to the point where they prove their worth and other entities are 
willing to take on advancing the projects further. A major focus of 
the	Foundation,	therefore,	is	to	find	good	ideas	and	good	people.	

What does the term ‘good people’ refer to? ‘Normal people’ 
look for a place where they can work and earn a decent salary 
and respect. People who do not follow this path are typically 
eccentric, and these are exactly the people the Matanel 
Foundation seeks and selects: people with a passion for a 
particular project and the ability to bring it to fruition.

Some ask: Why do philanthropic foundations aid only projects 
that ensure the emergence of smiling children two years later? 
Why not support the poor and the downtrodden, the truly 
unfortunate	 ones?	 The	 answer	 lies	 in	 the	 difference	 between	

Rabbi Adin Steinsaltz’s speech  
at the Matanel Foundation Convention  
Jerusalem, June 2013

Attended by the Foundation’s leaders  
and partners in Israel and abroad

Granted to Give
About Matanel
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tzedaka and g’milut chasadim. Tzedaka is a great and important 
enterprise, and it is written of the giver that, “His righteousness 
endures forever” (Psalms 112:9). However, a person basically 
gives charity to the poor to assuage his own pain: It grieves 
me to know that someone is ill or in a tough situation, so I 
give something to that person so I can feel calmer and better. 
According to the Halakha, there is something far nobler. The 
highest degree of tzedaka is loaning money to a person so that 
he may rehabilitate himself. Why a loan? To spare the recipient 
the feeling of shame in receiving a gift; rather, it is a loan that he 
will return when he is able to do so.  

Tzedaka and g’milut chasadim can be compared, in a way, to 
Magen David Adom (Red Star of David) and ZAKA (Disaster 
Victim	Identification	volunteer	unit).	Magen David Adom transfers 
to ZAKA the cases it no longer can take care of. In any medical 
organization, the main principle is to start with a preliminary 
diagnosis to determine who should be treated before all the rest. 
First	to	receive	care	will	be	the	difficult	cases,	but	not	the	hopeless	
ones.	 In	 a	 totally	 different	 context,	 flight	 safety	 instructions	 on	
airplanes stipulate that, in case of emergency, those sitting 
adjacent to infants or elderly people must adjust their own 
oxygen masks before turning to assist the child or elderly person. 
Why is that so? Because the child or elderly person cannot help 
you, while you are able to assist others—and at least this way, 
you increase the chances, in such an unfortunate event, that only 
one person will die rather than two.

All this is true also for tzedaka. There are, of course, cases 
in which tzedaka should be provided, and I know the people 
behind the Matanel Foundation give to charity, and they do well in 
doing so. Their hearts go out to the widow who will receive a few 
hundred Shekels for Passover, and that will warm her heart—
but they won’t really solve her problems. Indeed, the Matanel 
Foundation is not a tzedaka fund but, rather, a g’milut chasadim 
fund; that is, it takes upon itself to assist projects that have a 
chance	of	making	a	positive	impact.	Is	there	confidence	that	this	
chance will be realized? Certainly not! It may be realized, but it 
may also fail.

Moreover, the Matanel Foundation has adopted a generalized 
approach to philanthropy; it does not deal with or nurture projects 
in	 a	 specific	 field.	 The	 Foundation	 can	 be	 considered	 ‘color-
blind,’ as it does not make any distinction between Sepharadi 
and Ashkenazi Jews, or between Ethiopian and Russian Jews. I 
think	this	is	the	right	approach.	All	these	‘color	differences,’	along	
with the insults, discrimination, and distress that are sometimes 
associated with them, belong in the past. If we wish to build 
something for the future, we should not forget the past, but we 
must also not act like a child who, after receiving a kick, carries 
the feeling of that kick for the rest of his life. The universality of the 
Matanel	Foundation	is	reflected,	among	other	things,	in	the	list	of	
projects with which it is connected. This list includes religious and 
non-religious projects distinctly targeting Jewish populations, as 
well as various initiatives around the world not concerning the 
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Jewish people, in places like Panama and Central Africa—not 
because the Foundation can solve all the problems there, but 
simply because a helping hand can be extended there, too.

In addition, the Foundation’s work involves a diverse set of 
people—academics, professional activists, and others—
representing a wide range of opinions. If we were to hold a 
political discussion here, we would discover little agreement 
among the participants, but this is not what counts. Of course, 
there are highly important political issues, but the main concern is 
that we need to be little angels ourselves, without any connection 
to the question of whether Angel Gabriel will actually come to one 
specific	place	and	not	another.	

And as for what the future holds for the Matanel Foundation in 
one, two, or three years—it all depends on what will happen. 
The Matanel Foundation is not the JNF or Keren Hayesod (The 
Foundation Fund); it is a dynamic foundation, and this is one of 
its most appealing characteristics. Can you ask a person whom 
or what will he love next year? You can tell a child, no matter 
how old, ‘Love someone who is worth loving.’ This guidance will 
be as true in 50 years as it is today. But parents have nothing to 
counsel their children when it comes to anything related to the 
specific	object	of	love—if	only	because	children	will	not	listen,	or	
will hear but do the exact opposite.

In summary, I hope there will be constant surprises in everything 
concerning the Matanel Foundation. The people behind it live in 
Luxemburg, one of the world’s least-poetic places, and yet, in 
spite of this, they come up with fascinating ideas every year. This 
year, for example, there are two people involved in Kabbala. How 
will these projects aid autistic children? I do not know. Maybe 
they will help and maybe they will not—one must try. But this is 
all part of an overall existence. Altogether, it can be said that the 
Matanel Foundation is a character, and an amiable one at that. 
And unlike other entities, it enjoys the freedom to undertake a 
wide range of projects and strive to build a brighter future.

From Thee to Thee

“When all within is dark,
And former friends misprise;
From them I turn to Thee,
And find Love in Thine eyes.
When all within is dark,
And I my soul despise;
From me I turn to Thee,
And find love in Thine eyes.
When all Thy face is dark,
And Thy just angers rise;
From Thee I turn to Thee,
And find Love in Thine eyes.”
Solomon Ibn Gabirol 
Translated by Israel Abrahams
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ELECTED AREAS FOR YEARS 2016-2019

“The meaning of man’s life lies 
  in his perfecting the universe.  
He has to distinguish and redeem the sparks 
of holiness scattered throughout 
    the darkness of the world.”
  Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel
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Beit Matanel

Beit Matanel (Matanel House) is located in the heart of Rothchild 
Boulevard, in the center of Tel Aviv, in the proximity of some 
historical sites that tell the story of the foundation, design and 
identity	of	the	first	Hebrew	city	and	the	State	of	Israel.	

The House, unique in the Boulevard, was constructed in 1929 
by	architect	Yehuda	Magidovitch,	Tel	Aviv’s	first	city	engineer.	Its	
first	occupants	were	Rivka	and	Arie	Grünwald-Shapira,	both	from	
well-born	families;	one	family	was	among	the	first	settlers	of	Petah	
Tikwa and founders of the Shomer movement, while the other was 
an aristocratic Jewish family from the Austro-Hungarian Empire. 
Arie Grunwald was the Czechoslovakian consul to Palestine. In 
those days, the House served as a socio-political magnet, visited 
by dignitaries, politicians, and intellectuals. 

Currently,	Beit	Matanel	hosts	the	Foundation’s	offices	and	Alma-
Home	for	Hebrew	Culture.	Alma	offers	academic	programs	and	
educational activities designed for educators, army soldiers and 
officers,	and	high	school	students.	The	House	contains	large	and	
small classrooms and boasts a sizable terrace and an open roof, 
where various events and shows can take place. 

Beit Matanel strives to become a lively cultural center, inviting 
all establishments attached to the Foundation to be its guests 
and to take advantage of its unique location and facilities, hosting 
programs such as:

•	 A yearly program for graduates of pre-army preparatory 
academies, based on a once-a-week school day;

•	 Seminars and symposiums for professional or management 
teams of educational or welfare organizations supported by 
the Matanel Foundation;

•	 Year-long study programs;

•	 Various functions on Alma’s terrace or roof during the 
summer months;

•	 Conventions and management meetings of associations 
and organizations supported by the Matanel Foundation.

Beit	 Matanel	 offers	 a	 true	 anchor	 for	 the	 activities	 of	
establishments such as pre-army preparatory academies; Adin 
Steinzaltz’s wonderful projects; the Access for All University; 
youth leadership-promotion and communal organizations; 
support and welfare organizations promoting youth and/or weak 
populations or handicapped youth (the house is handicapped-
accessible); and other educational and academic establishments 
supported by the Matanel Foundation.

Estimated three-year funding by the Matanel Foundation 
for the project: 150,000 USD
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Best Practices

The Matanel Foundation encourages best initiatives, practices 
and work in school, social, rabbinical, ecumenical, intellectual 
and artistic settings. The proposals must meet the following 
criteria: 

•	 Match the vision and spirit of the Matanel Foundation and 
have a real impact on the setting where it is implemented;

•	 Be innovative and practical;

•	 Able to be replicated elsewhere. 

The Best Practices should be presented according to a layout 
established by the Matanel Foundation so as to be replicated by 
others. 

Estimated three-year funding by the Matanel Foundation 
for the project: 150,000 USD

Euro-Mediterranean Institute 
for Dialogue between the 

Civilisations (EMID)
Institut Euro-Mediterraneen  

Pour Le Dialogue Entre Les Civilisations

Think European, Breathe Mediterranean

“Here is the sea, great and wide.”
  Psalms 104:25

Israel is too entangled in its security problems and inter-
community disputes to be placed on a symbolic atlas. Some 
favour the West, others the East. But it is neither of those, nor 
does it want to be in either of those areas. The years spent visiting 
the West and leading research there are worth nothing if we do 
not bring from them ways of thinking, debating and creating that 
would ensure the prosperity of local populations. On the other 
hand, it means nothing to see ourselves as being in the East if it 
only serves to increase passions and exclude those who do not 
share its values or virtues. 

The Mediterranean, with its beauty, senses and light, was an 
extraordinary leap for immigrants from the ghettos of Bucharest 
and Warsaw, Buenos Aires and Cleveland, Berlin and London, 
or	cities	on	the	Atlas	and	in	the	Aurès	Mountains.	Whereas	first-
generation immigrants continue to refer to their places of origin, 
whether Morocco or Poland, the Black Sea or the Caspian Sea, 
their descendants know only the slice of coastline that borders 
this “middle sea”.
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The geopolitical drift of Israel highlights the drift of young 
generations	who	would	find	better	religious	ghettos	in	Brooklyn	
and Vancouver, better laboratories at Harvard and Sydney, better 
incubators in the Silicon Valley and Hong Kong, and better 
creative workshops in Berlin and London. Israel’s best choice 
will be to locate itself at the crossroads of waves of migration 
and styles of architecture, art and music. By entering the Euro-
Mediterranean space, it would tear itself away from national 
ghettoisation, stop meandering through a geographical non-
space and decrease its uncertainty. Israel is attached to the 
Mediterranean for better or for worse and would do well to adopt 
the	prospects	on	offer,	turning	to	Greece	and	Turkey,	Spain	and	
Italy, Morocco and Lebanon. The Mediterranean would give it the 
promise of a multicultural and multi-faith conversation.

“We would not know how to serve art or ideas well 
without embarking on several.”

  Albert Camus

Mission statement

Israel will have to enter into cooperation, both dissonant 
and harmonious, with states located on the perimeter of the 
Mediterranean basin and establish relationships to better cultivate 
exchange and reach harmony. This cooperation would have the 
benefit	of	making	Israel	a	 laboratory,	among	other	things,	 for	a	
lifestyle that combines the following:

•	 Rigorous thought and research; 
•	 Freedom and tolerance of belief;  
•	 Peaceful neighbourliness and conviviality.

Israel already has a Euro-Mediterranean model of society 
with both a European way of thinking and a Mediterranean 
way of living. The Euro-Mediterranean Institute for Dialogue 
between Civilisations (EMID) promotes intercultural creation and 
exchange with the goal of providing suitable conditions for better 
understanding and conviviality. The EMID’s proposed goals are 
the following: 

•	 Promote cultural and religious dialogue between 
Mediterranean civilisations;

•	 Establish a network of specialists in inter-Mediterranean 
dialogue;

•	 Nurture Euro-Mediterranean creativity;
•	 Encourage exchange between Mediterranean societies;
•	 Work to achieve Mediterranean conviviality;
•	 Advise charitable organisations working around the 

Mediterranean and provide the support necessary to 
achieve their original projects. 
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Matanel Scholars in Residence

Five annual grants of 15,000 USD each will be distributed to eligible 
candidates wishing to focus their research on a Mediterranean 
theme. Matanel Scholars will receive the opportunity to become 
EMID representatives at their place of residence and be links in the 
network of militants for Mediterranean dialogue and conviviality.  
Candidates must be either:

•	 university teachers or researchers on sabbatical;
•	 religious, intellectual or spiritual leaders; or
•	 political leaders. 

They must speak English, spend at least three months in Israel 
in the spring and take part in EMID activities. They must also 
prepare the results of their research or study for publication on 
the EMID website. 

Matanel Artists in Residence 

“Prose makes us survive and poetry makes us live.”
                                 Edgar Morin

Five annual grants, each worth 15,000 USD, will be distributed 
to eligible artists wishing to focus on work with a Mediterranean 
theme. Matanel Artists in Residence will receive the opportunity 
to become EMID representatives at their place of residence and 
be links in the network of militants for Mediterranean dialogue 
and conviviality. 

Candidates must be either:

•	 writers who have published at least two books;
•	 renowned Matanel Artists in Residence; or
•	 scriptwriters	or	filmmakers.	

They must speak English and spend at least three months in 
Israel in the spring and take part in EMID activities. 

EMID reserves the right to publish the writings or exhibit the 
works of artists in Residence. 

Matanel research grants 

“Does the song of the sea end at the shore
or in the hearts of those who listen to it?”

 Khalil Gibran 

Ten annual research grants, worth 5,000 USD each, will be 
distributed to young researchers, thinkers, writers and artists 
intending to focus their research or production around a 
Mediterranean theme.  

The recipients agree to:

•	 Carry out their research or writing project; 
•	 Prepare an article for publication on the EMID website based 

on the results of their research or study; 
•	 Take a 10-day, EMID-organized trip to Israel. 
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Mediterranean projects

“A nourishing space, a machine for making civilisation.”
    Paul Valérie

Five annual grants, worth 30,000 USD each, will be designated 
for projects for symbolic, social or moral rehabilitation in countries 
bordering the Mediterranean within the spirit and vision of the 
EMID, as well as for projects highlighting inter-Mediterranean 
cooperation conducted by the EMID, its university partners or 
civil society organisations. 

Companions of the Mediterranean

“Dawn is a work.”
                                    Jorge Guillèn 

This sea requires work. We do not know of which kind. It also 
needs to be crossed. From one place to another. From one culture 
to another.  From one dawn to another. To engage with and for 
it. We cannot continue to celebrate Mediterranean conviviality 
without inciting interest among young generations that will take 
the reins of institutions and associations of civil society. 

The Companions of the Mediterranean will be recruited from 
young people interested in volunteering in institutions or 
associations in countries bordering the Mediterranean in areas 
ranging from education, assisting the disabled or the elderly 
and teaching in rural settings to archaeological excavations and 
rehabilitation sites.  

Companionship periods will last at least three months. The EMID 
will provide a grant of 1,000 USD per month, representing 50% 
of the total cost of the companionship period. Travel expenses 
from the companion’s residence to the site of volunteering, as 
well as insurance costs, of up to 1,000 USD will be reimbursed 
by the EMID, based on invoices. 

Companions of the Mediterranean must write a journal or three-
page report detailing their experience as a companion and their 
conclusions about their place of volunteering.

פרופ' תמר רוס פרופ' מנחם לורברבוים פרופ' משה אידל )יו"ר הועדה(

גד בוקובזה

פרופ׳ חוה תירוש-סמואלסוןד"ר יוסי חיות

ג’ואל אפללו

2 0 1 4  | ה   " ע ש   ת

השופטים:

בעידוד קרן מתנאל

מוענקת ל

ד " ע ש ת ת  נ ש ל ל  א ר ש י ת  ב ש ח מ ב

פרס מתנאל 
Matanel Prize

שמואל לואיס
על ספרו: ִלְפֵני ָכבֹוד ֲעָנָוה: אידאל הענווה כיסוד בשפתם המוסרית של חז"ל
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Mediterranean Best Practices

“The sea has never been friendly to man.
At most it has been the accomplice to human restlessness.”

                                         Joseph Conrad

The EMID encourages best initiatives, practices and work in 
school, university, social, ecumenical, intellectual and artistic 
settings. The proposals for best initiatives must meet the 
following criteria: 

•	 Match the vision and spirit of the EMID and have a 
Mediterranean character;

•	 Be successful;
•	 Able to be replicated elsewhere. 

Proposals	must	be	submitted	in	file	form	to	the	offices	of	the	EMID	
management.	Each	year,	five	Best	Practices	will	be	selected	and	
their creators rewarded with a prize of 10,000 USD each.

Emid International Conference

A conference will be organized every two years in cooperation 
with Euro-Mediterranean institutes and departments. Each 
conference will  include the following elements: 

•	 Academic	discussions	on	a	specific	topic;
•	 Gathering of Matanel Fellows and Companions of the 

Mediterranean;
•	 Meeting of the EMID Advisory Board.

Publications and productions

The EMID will publish books and supports artistic projects linked 
to the Mediterranean in the EMID’s spirit and according to its 
vision. 

Matanel Mediterranean Prize

Matanel Mediterranean Prizes will be awarded in the following 
fields:	
•	 Matanel Mediterranean Prize for Creativity 
•	 Matanel Mediterranean Prize for Activism 
•	 Matanel Mediterranean Prize for an Artistic Work or Project 

The prize program will be governed by the EMID in cooperation 
with university institutions or civil society associations. The 
amount of each prize will be 25,000 USD.

Estimated three-year funding by the Matanel Foundation 
for the project: 900,000 USD
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Entrepreneurship  
in the Haredi Sector

Written by Moshe Friedmann

Data from the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) shows that Israel now has the third-highest 
rate	of	poverty	in	the	developed	world	and	is	among	the	top	five	
countries in terms of inequality. The high poverty rate in Israel 
is attributed to the lower levels of participation in the workforce 
of ultra-orthodox (Haredim) and Arab Israelis. In fact, a social 
economic forecast by the Israeli National Economic Council 
and the Ministry of Finance indicates that the Israeli economy 
cannot thrive without a better integration of the Haredi and Arab 
communities in the labor market. The Council's analysis highlights 
the need to encourage productivity among the Haredi and Arab 
communities and cautions that the economy will collapse unless 
these sectors’ contribution increases.   

Today, ultra-orthodox Jews (ages 25-65) comprise 7% of the 
Israeli workforce, but only 44% of them are employed. In 20 
years, the Haredi community will represent 18% of the country’s 
workforce. Since the low participation of the Haredi community 
in the labor market is a major threat to the Israeli economy, it is a 
top national priority that must be addressed. 

A growing consensus concerning the critical role of 
entrepreneurship in economic development is emerging. 
Evidence shows that entrepreneurs have had an impressive 
positive impact on income growth and sustainable job creation. 
Groundbreaking initiatives by entrepreneurs, in the form of new 
goods and services, have resulted in new job opportunities 
that	 can	 produce	 a	 cascading	 effect	 on	 the	 economy.	 While	

current	businesses	may	remain	confined	to	the	scope	of	existing	
markets and may hit the glass ceiling in terms of income, novel or 
improved entrepreneur initiatives, products or technologies spark 
the development of new markets and new wealth creation.

Identifying	entrepreneurs	represents	the	first	step	towards	their	
eventual success. Yet many potential entrepreneurs with relevant 
talent and knowledge do not have the skills and tools needed 
to create a successful business. Moreover, they lack critical 
connections with potential partners, clients and investors. Thus, 
a successful entrepreneurial ecosystem requires a support 
framework that will provide what is needed for building human 
capital. Entrepreneurs must also be connected both to other 
entrepreneurs and to experienced business leaders in order to 
continually develop their own business. 

Founded two years ago, KamaTech is an initiative aimed at 
integrating Haredim into the hi-tech industry. The initial focus of 
activities was on placement of Haredi employees in leading hi-
tech	companies.	KamaTech	has	had	much	success	in	this	field.	
However, KamaTech’s experience has demonstrated that some 
Haredim are hesitant about working in a secular environment 
and prefer starting their own business in a familiar setting. This 
is especially true of Haredi women. Also, operating activities for 
Haredi entrepreneurs has made it clear that entrepreneurship is 
an	effective	catalyst	for	shifting	towards	productivity	in	the	Haredi 
sector. For these reasons, KamaTech became more invested in 
promoting Haredi entrepreneurship. 
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KamaTech is attempting to accelerate the shift of the Haredi 
community towards productivity by creating an accelerator 
program for Haredi entrepreneurs. Regardless of the isolation 
of the Haredi community and massive educational and cultural 
gaps, with appropriate training and support, yeshiva graduates 
have great potential to become successful entrepreneurs. Their 
outstanding learning capacity, analytic skills, fresh perspective, 
and experience in group work prepare the ground for the 
development of unique enterprises, which will create new jobs 
and business opportunities for others in the Haredi community.

Haredi women have also proven to have outstanding talents 
and exceptional enthusiasm for entrepreneurship. In fact, in all 
of KamaTech's programs, the percentage of female participants 
exceeds the representation of female entrepreneurs in society. 
While in the general populace 1% of entrepreneurs are women, 
in KamaTech's programs 10%-40% are women, depending on 
the program.

The Matanel Foundation intends to encourage initiatives in this 
area, either in the KamaTech framework or in any other that will 
show the same accountability and sustainability. 

Estimated three-year funding by the Matanel Foundation 
for the project: 300,000 USD

Kaima Organic Farm
Social and Environmental Action Learning for Israeli Youth  

Who Have Dropped Out of School

Written by Yoni Reich-Yefet 

Established in 2013, Kaima (meaning sustainability in Aramaic) is 
an unique educational employment program centered on hands-
on organic farming for Israeli teens who have dropped out of 
school or are on the brink of doing so. Its main initiative, Kaima 
Organic Farm, located on four acres of donated land on Moshav 
Beit Zayit, just outside of Jerusalem, is designed so as to develop 
employability skills, provide work experience, teach teamwork, 
encourage positive relationships with others, particularly adults, 
and foster leadership and environmental stewardship. Produce 
is sold to the public according to the community-supported 
agriculture (CSA) model, thus creating an income stream to fund 
Kaima	 pedagogic	 activities	 while	 benefitting	 families	 who	 sign	
up for weekly food baskets. Kaima currently has 200 member 
households.

Focused	 on	 the	 relationship	 between	 self-sufficiency	 and	
sustainability, Kaima operates according to a unique model 
based on a hybrid of commerce, vocational training, and non-
profit	 modalities.	Mapping	 a	 new	 strategy	 for	 supporting	 re-
engagement of young dropouts, the educational project is 
partially	 funded	 by	 the	 reinvestment	 of	 profits	 from	 produce	
sales. After only two and a half years of operation, Kaima is 
able to cover an impressive 48% of its budget from the sale of 
the	 farm’s	 yield,	 a	 figure	 that	 is	 expected	 to	 increase	 to	 70%	
within the next two years. The balance of income comes from 
philanthropists in Israel and abroad and, on a more limited level, 
from the educational authorities.

“Rabbi Simlai explained in a sermon: The Torah begins  
         and ends with acts of caring, loving kindness.”
                           Talmud: Sotah 14a
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Vision for the future
From the outset, one of the stated long-term goals of Kaima’s 
founders	 has	 been	 to	 replicate	 the	model	 in	 different	 parts	 of	
the country, either by managing additional Kaima farms or by 
franchising the concept to existing or new NGOs, as well as 
government and quasi-government authorities motivated to 
create their own educational farm using Kaima’s methodology.  

Thanks to the generosity of the Matanel Foundation, Kaima 
is	 in	 the	 process	 of	 moving	 forward	 with	 the	 first	 phase	 of	
expansion ahead of schedule. Kaima Be’erotayim, a new NGO, 
to be directed by Irit Shevach and funded by seed money from 
Matanel, will model its program on Kaima Beit Zayit’s pedagogic 
methods and the CSA economic model. Kaima Beit Zayit will 
provide intensive initial training and ongoing supervision.

By the year 2025, Kaima would like to further scale up the model,  
envisioning	at	least	five	farms	under	the	Kaima	umbrella,	either	by	
developing other self-run Kaima farms (the possibility of creating 
a satellite location in the Galil is currently being explored), or by 
franchising the model to other social business entrepreneurs, as 
is the case with Kaima Be’erotayim.

Getting there:  
short- and mid-term goals and objectives
Simultaneously with the goal of expanding on a national level, 
Kaima will focus on strengthening Kaima Beit Zayit, which will 
serve as the primary hub for activities around the country. It will 
do so by:

1. Increasing Kaima Beit Zayit farming acreage.

2. Increasing the number of young farmers employed.

3. Expanding its customer base in line with growth in acreage 
and corps.

4. Forming new educational partnerships, e.g., with 
government ministries and NGOs.

5. Strengthening	 financial	 independence	 and	 decreasing	
reliance on philanthropy.

6. Undertaking an external evaluation to analyze/assess the 
impact of the Kaima model in both the short term and over 
time, once an alumni program for “graduates” has been 
established.

7. Adding new pedagogical aspects to the current repertoire, 
which will augment the skill set currently imparted to the 
young workers, thus stimulating their curiosity and increasing 
their employability once they leave the farm. One possibility 
is to build a workshop to teach carpentry and metal work.
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8. Expanding	agricultural	offerings	by:	

a. Building an on-site greenhouse to protect plants 
vulnerable to the harsh winter months (currently under 
construction).

b. Constructing a hydroponic greenhouse to teach the young 
farmers new agricultural technologies and increase yield 
(already being developed with the Jerusalem Botanical 
Gardens).

c. Diversifying by investing in goat farming to harvest (i) 
milk for internal use/production and sale to independent 
manufacturers; and (ii) manure (virtually odorless) for use 
as fertilizer and composting for both internal use and sale. 

9. Encouraging the development of other (non-agricultural) 
social business initiatives based on the principles of the 
Kaima model.

10. Developing, and possibly facilitating, an incentive-based 
educational savings plan for youth who have dropped out of 
school but are working within the social business sector and 
wish to return to post-high school educational or vocational 
frameworks after the army or national service.

Estimated three-year funding by the Matanel Foundation for 
the project: 250,000 USD 

“Nothing is so contagious as an example.  
 We never do great good or great evil without     
       bringing about more of the same on the part of others.”
   La Rochefoucauld
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Legal Activity
Written by Adi Koll

Since the mid-1980s, Israel has experienced fast expansion 
in social justice advocacy, which has protected human rights, 
promoted social justice and safeguarded the rule of law. Great 
importance is attributed to the Courts of Law in protecting 
human rights in the realms of education, welfare, health etc. This 
importance requires that each person in need of that protection 
can	 receive	 it,	 regardless	 of	 her/his	 financial	 circumstances.	
There are legal entities in Israel engaged in social justice 
advocacy at the state’s expense, such as the public (criminal) 
defense and various civil legal assistance departments. But 
the main social legal advocacy takes place within civil society: 
advocacy organizations, such as legal clinics and human rights 
centers, friends of the courts (people [not involved in the case] 
who are invited to advise a judge) and organizations active in 
norm changing in legislation and justice. 

Since lawyers enjoy a quasi-monopoly in providing legal advice 
and court representation, a dependency on their services in any 
litigation prevails. The combination of the need for maximum 
expansion of legal accessibility for all and the centrality of 
lawyers in the realm of representation has given birth to social 
justice advocacy. Social lawyers invest most of their professional 
resources in social advocacy, although other lawyers are also 
active, as a part of their usual practice, in promoting social 
objectives. 

Social justice advocacy strives to change a certain aspect of the 
social, economic or political consensus. Whether by private or 
class actions, social justice advocates protect the public from 

the mastery of the market powers (banks, insurance companies, 
etc.), on the one hand, and from the long arm of the state that 
prevents vulnerable social sectors from executing their full legal 
rights, on the other hand. 

The Matanel Foundation will initiate, promote and support the 
legal activity of social justice advocates, using the legal system 
as a strategic tool of social redress.

Estimated three-year funding by the Matanel Foundation for 
the project: 150,000 USD 

 

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, 
committed citizens can change the world;  
 indeed, it’s the only thing that ever does.”
    Margaret Mead
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Matanel Vouchers
Written by Daniel Hasson 

Access to quality education often correlates with a student’s 
place of residence and the socio-economic standing of his or 
her	 family.	Children	who	grow	up	 in	more	affluent	 families	tend	
to	benefit	from	access	to	a	diverse	range	of	formal	and	informal	
educational opportunities and extra-curricular and afternoon 
enrichment activities. Their exposure to a variety of academic 
fields	and	disciplines	empowers	them	to	define	their	future	goals	
and	aspirations	more	accurately,	and	this	has	a	positive	effect	on	
their self-esteem, academic motivation and long-term prospects 
for success.

By contrast, and as a result of growing economic and social 
gaps	between	different	segments	of	Israeli	society,	many	talented	
children miss out on these opportunities because they are unable 
to	afford	costly	enrichment	activities	and	private	tutoring	or	are	
compelled to use their free time to work in order to support their 
families. 

The educational disparity that separates fortunate and 
disadvantaged students is fast becoming the basis for social 
inequality – a phenomenon that only perpetuates cycles of limited 
economic potential and poverty.

The Matanel Foundation is committed to advancing talented 
and motivated students from disadvantaged backgrounds. To 
this end, it has initiated a voucher system that provides direct 
financial	assistance	to	students	in	need.

Helping motivated students overcome economic obstacles

The Matanel Foundation relies on partnering agencies (in many 
cases schools) to identify eligible students via a true and thorough 
analysis	of	the	financial	disposition,	scholastic	performance,	and	
level of motivation of all candidates. Matanel requires partnering 
agencies to monitor the grades, attendance and motivation of 
voucher recipients during the course of the school year. 

Matanel economic vouchers, which will be presented to students, 
are	 hard-copy	 certificates	 bearing	 the	 logos	 of	 all	 partnering	
agencies and the cash equivalent of the subsidy amount. These 
vouchers can be used by students and partnering agencies to 
cover mainly material needs and/or to enable participation in 
advanced-level enrichment activities that are held during school 
vacation. 

Encouraging motivated students to participate in Scientific 
Summer Camps in Universities 

Leading universities agree that youth who learn about the exact 
sciences in informal educational settings become motivated to 
peruse academic materials and improve their overall scholastic 
performance. Granting scholarship vouchers will enable 
disadvantaged youth from Israel’s economic and geographic 
peripheries to enroll in a range of prestigious, science-oriented 
summer camps operated each year by Israeli universities.
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Through this project, 250-
300 participants from 
underprivileged socio-
economic backgrounds (100 

of them from the Ethiopian-Israeli community) who deserve to 
be	gratified	for	their	merit	in	school	will	be	offered	the	opportunity	
to participate in prestigious science-oriented summer camps 
operated by Israel's primary academic Institutes: Ben Gurion 
University of the Negev (Beer Sheva), Weizmann Institute of 
Science (Rehovot), Technion – Israel Institute of Technology 
(Haifa), Tel Aviv University, Erica Landau Institute for Engineering 
(Tel Aviv), Hebrew university of Jerusalem and Bar-Ilan university 
(Ramat Gan). 

Among the topics explored will be physics, microbiology, law, 
aerodynamics, robotics and economics. For many students, 
their	participation	 in	a	summer	camp	will	be	 the	first	 time	 they	
visited an academic institution or took part in science-oriented 
educational programs.

Estimated three-year funding by the Matanel Foundation for 
the project: 210,000 USD 

Pedagogical & Ritual Products 
and Productions 

Advances in the means of communication are often accompanied 
by changes in learning methods, which also necessitate 
modifications	 in	 teaching	 methods.	 We	 may	 assume	 that	 in	
the coming generations, assimilation of new communication 
platforms	will	 find	expression	 in	most	educational	and	didactic	
product domains. Textbooks will be digitalized and processed, 
thus making them accessible to students more familiarized with 
internet sites and applications than books. 

Wishing to promote such entrerprises, the Matanel Foundation has 
recently produced (i) a “Singing Hagada”: a Talmudic anthology 
designated	 to	 give	 the	 reader	 a	 first	 taste	 of	 the	 rich	 world	 of	
the Talmud; (ii) a “Tikun Olam” reader, which presents a variety 
of worldwide perceptions on the subject; and (iii) a selection of 
liturgical compositions for nursery school children, etc. 

Sometimes	 a	 simple	 didactic	 idea	 is	 as	 useful	 and	 beneficial	
as a study program. The Matanel Foundation will encourage 
enterprises designated to yield:

•	 Useful Jewish religious, as well as secular, articles.
•	 Readers that make Jewish content accessible to the public. 
•	 Classical, illustrated texts incorporating online reading or 

singing samples. 
•	 Interesting textbooks.
•	 Gift books on choice subjects.

Estimated three-year funding by the Matanel Foundation for 
the project: 150,000 USD  

חתימה תאריך

ל  ת.ז. 

על סך  

בעקבות הצטיינות בלימודים, מוטיבציה גדולה ושאיפה לידע

שמחה להעניק

 מלגת מתנאל
ללימודים במחנה מדע אוניברסיטאי

האגודה לקידום החינוך ירושלים  בשיתוף קרן מתנאל
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Professional Elites  
Maamatz

Beit Matanel, Alma - Home for Hebrew Culture in Tel Aviv, the 
Matanel Foundation and the pre-army preparatory academies 
intend to join forces in a new initiative  called Maamatz – 
ציבור the Hebrew acronym of – מאמ"ץ משרתת  איכותית   .מנהיגות 
This program is designed to train twenty pre-army preparatory 
academy graduates each year so as to integrate them into key 
positions in all domains of public activity: science and medicine, 
technology, research, law, education, culture, society and other 
public services. 

Basic tenets of Maamatz
Since their foundation, the pre-army preparatory academies 
have produced high-quality graduates imbued with a spirit of 
social mission, ready to volunteer and contribute to society, enlist 
for national enterprises and shoulder responsibility as leaders. It 
would not be an exaggeration to say that the pre-army preparatory 
academies are among the most important and qualitative 
projects in Israel, ultimately expressed in their graduates’ army 
service	–	in	volunteer	units,	as	first	line	commanders	–	the	fruits	
of their own values and those absorbed in their year at the pre-
army preparatory academies. 

Actively promoting education, culture and welfare in Israel, the 
Matanel Foundation has for years contributed to the pre-army 
preparatory academies and to Alma - Home for Hebrew Culture, 
which operates in and from Beit Matanel in Tel Aviv. 

To broaden its philanthropic work in Israel, the Matanel 
Foundation wishes to lead the establishment of public-serving 

elites in a variety of public domains. A willingness to lead, devotion 
and professional mastery are the threshold requirements for 
participating in the program. 

Since graduates of the pre-army preparatory academies are 
a potential target population, since Beit Matanel is the natural 
host of such a program, and since both Alma and the pre-
army preparatory academies are supported by the Matanel 
Foundation, there are good reasons to incorporate all three 
entities in the establishment of Maamatz. 

General guidelines for establishing Maamatz
1. Maamatz strives to nurture public-serving elites in all 

domains of public service. The program will be operated 
jointly by Beit Matanel, Alma, the pre-army preparatory 
academies and the Matanel Foundation.

2. The target population for the one-year program will be 
pre-army preparatory academy graduates who have 
completed their military service and who are in their last year 
of academic studies. They will be selected from all public-
serving disciplines. This population will broaden gradually to 
include graduates of national service projects and other pre-
army programs.

3. Beyond the basic requirements, candidates for Maamatz will 
be required to demonstrate a commitment and an obligation 
to serve the Israeli public and have excellent academic records 
(and	other	criteria	to	be	defined	by	the	managing	parties).	
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4. Participation in the program will entail obligatory participation 
in a weekly school day (30 school days a year) and in a 
weekend retreat towards the end of the year (250 hours 
in all), as well as a willingness to be a member of a future 
graduate network. 

5. Maamatz participants will be “Matanel Fellows,” entitled to 
a scholarship covering half their last-academic-year tuition 
fees.  

6. The deadline for opening of the program is the school year 
.October 2016 ,תשע"ז

7. After	confirming	the	program’s	outline,	two	work	teams	will	
be established:

a. A steering team headed by Dr. Moti Shalem, Alma’s 
CEO, with participation of Dr. Ami Buganim of the 
Matanel Foundation and a representative of the pre-
army preparatory academies. The team will formulate 
and lead all steps required for the execution of the 
program. 

b. An academic managing/consulting team comprising 
leading	 intellectuals	 and	 academic	 figures	 and	 the	
members of the managing team. The academic team 
will assist in formulating a study program, branding the 
program, and sorting candidates and teachers. 

The organizers believe that it will be possible to convince the 
State of Israel to participate in the program. The organizers will 
further strive to enlarge the scholarships so as to fully cover the 
yearly tuition fees of the Fellows. Attractiveness and prestige are 
essential to the success of the program. 

In	the	 initial	year,	an	effort	will	be	made	to	find	partners	for	the	
program in Israel and among other foundations, such as Yad 
Hanadiv and the Rothschild Caesarea Foundation.  

Estimated three-year funding by the Matanel Foundation for 
the project: 300,000 USD  

“To command is to serve,  
         nothing more and nothing less.
       Andre Malraux
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Technical and Vocational 
Education & Apprenticeship

About half of all high school graduates in Israel, whether 
matriculating or not, are integrated into the work market 
without	 any	 qualifications.	 This	 is	 the	 outcome	 of	 the	 gradual	
downgrading of technical and vocational training over the past 
few decades. Educators and social activists have condemned 
– and rightly so – the low image of the technical and vocational 
training programs and the tendency to prod into them students 
who	come	 from	 low	socio-economic	status	and	have	difficulty	
studying. High school technical and vocational training programs 
have disappeared, and although trying to hide them behind 
technological training, along with the outcry of educators and 
public	figures	to	restart	them,	the	education	system	has	not	yet	
come up with new models.

Students who are not accepted to vocational training courses, 
colleges or universities have a hard time integrating into the 
workforce. Some acquire professional skills as apprentices in 
various workshops, garages, etc., while others succeed in starting 
their own business. Since the Israeli education system bestows a 
lot of leverage on high-school managers while delegating some 
of its authority to education networks, including vocational-
technological networks, the Matanel Foundation wishes to 
encourage such enterprises in high schools, various pre-army 
service programs and other formal and non-formal entities. Such 
programs should guarantee their graduates an initial vocational 
training that will facilitate their integration, with great pride, into 
the work market following their military/civil service or at any 
time they wish to do so. Such training would also guide them 

professionally towards further studies in colleges or universities 
that	 offer	 engineering,	 arts	 and	 crafts	 and	 technological	 and	
traditional studies. 

The proposals should include:

•	 Basic theoretical studies.

•	 An apprenticeship period consisting of a minimum amount of 
hours (to be determined by experts) in a workshop, factory, 
high-tech company, art studio, government company, or 
construction site, etc. 

•	 A	diploma	offered	by	 the	State	or	a	 recognized	education	
institute or network.   

Estimated three-year funding by the Matanel Foundation for 
the project: 300,000 USD  

“If you have real passion for a career in game  
shows, be willing to serve an apprenticeship;  
 it’s the best way to learn.”
    Randy West
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List of Participants in the 3rd Retreat

Aflalo Joëlle Matanel Foundation, 
Luxembourg 

joelle@matanel.org

Aflalo Patrick Matanel Foundation, 
Luxembourg

Alef Miri Mechina Faran ben.hashitin@gmail.com

Altshuler Yair Midrashiat Amalia, Jerusalem yair.altshuler@gmail.com

Almog Elik Mechina Hayerushalmit, 
Jerusalem

elikalmog@gmail.com

Amadsu Danny Hila, CEO danny@hila-equal-edu.org.il

Amor Esther Matanel Foundation, Israel

Amor Samy Matanel Foundation, Israel eamor@actcom.net.il

Asulin Yair Author, Journalist, Lecturer yair.assulin@gmail.com

Bar Asher Moshe The Academy of the Hebrew 
Language 

moshe.bar-asher@mail.huji.ac.il

Baranes Keren Chevrati High School, Israel keren@drornet.org.il

Ben Ayoun Mazouz Elicheva Matanel Foundation elicheva@matanel.org

Ben Ayoun Raphaël 

Ben Hur Reut Access for All, Tel-Aviv University reut@unibaam.org.il

Behar-Tsellik Léa Givall Democratic-Community 
school, Givat Olga

leah@givol.org

Ben Pazzi Shemaryahu Mechina Aderet bpshmar@gmail.com

Berman Avishai Mechina Arava avishai.be@gmail.com

Biton Tamar Amit Kama Girl High School, 
Yeroham

bitonim@gmail.com

Blumenfrucht Sylvain Amaleinu sylvain1mc@gmail.com
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Bouganim Ami Matanel Foundation, Israel amib@012.net.il

Boukobza Gad Matanel Foundation, 
Luxembourg

boukobza@matanel.org

Boussidan Elie Matanel Foundation, Israel elieboussidan@gmail.com

Brzezinski Pony Na Laga’at CEO pony@nalagaat.org.il

Brenner Samia Noga Bina noga@bina.org.il

Buzaglo Méïr The Hebrew University of 
Jerusalem, Tikkun

buzaglo@mscc.huji.ac.il

Braudo Nir Bina nirbro@gmail.com

Buzaglo Noga Hila noga@hila-equal-edu.org.il

Calderon Ruth Author ruthca@gmail.com

Carmi Tal Mechina Yiftach talcarmi1@gmail.com

Chetrit Joseph University of Haifa, Israel ychetrit@research.haifa.ac.il

Chikli Amichai Mechina Tavor amichai.chikli@gmail.com

Cohen Bezalel Hachmey Lev Yeshiva High 
School, Jerusalem

bezalelc@kidum-edu.org.il

Cohen Uri Ariel School, Tirat Carmel uri@mekif-ariel.org

Cohen Yoram EMID, Israel ycohen7@gmail.com

Cohen-Rozovsky Israel Amaleinou, CEO amallenu@gmail.com

Dadia Merav Ministry of Education, Israel meravdadia@gmail.com

Dar Yosefa Yozemot Hinuchiot yosefad@keren-yozmot.org.il

Dartal Gali Access for All, University of 
Haifa

gali@unibaam.org.il

Degani Zeev Gimnasia Herzliya, Tel Aviv Deganizeev@yahoo.com

Drori Liora Kedma, Educational Director ld.kedma@gmail.com
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Drori Gadi Hila

Ekstein Tzach Acees for All, Access for All, 
Educational Director

tzach@unibaam.org.il

Ellis Uri Ministry of Culture, Israel uriellis@gmail.com

Even Israel Meni Shefa director@hashefa.com

Fishman Ayelet The Research Institute for Local 
Government, Tel Aviv University

ayeletfishman@hotmail.com

Firon Yaara Yozemot Hinuchiot

Fischer Michael Orr Shalom

Fridman Moshe Kama Tech moshe@kamatech.org.il

Geron Guershon Translator, Editor gergiron@gmail.com

Giacometti Flavien Matanel Fondation, Guest

Gilboa Yogev Mechina Keshet Yehuda MechinatYKeshet@gmail.com

Gity Inbar Aharai inbargity@gmail.com

Golan Lea Orr Shalom, CEO eliser@Orr-Shalom.co.il

Griman Ofir Chevrati High School

Harel Yair Snunit - Piyyutim yair@snunit.org.il

Har Noi  Shmuel The College of Safed shmuelha@Zefat.ac.il

Haim Sarig Ayelet Mechina Nachshon ayeletsarig79@gmail.com

Hasson Daniel Society for Advancement of 
Education

danielh@kidum-edu.org.il

Hendler Ari Environmental School,  
Mitspe Ramon

torani.sv@gmail.com

Idel  Moshé The Hebrew University of 
Jerusalem, College of Safed

moshe.idel@gmail.com
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Kaptzon Adi Access for All, The Hebrew 
University of Jerusalem

adi@unibaam.org.il

Kedar Dan Midreshet Maasse, Moetset 
Hamechinot

dankda@gmail.com

Knafo Ariel Bar Qayama Farm

Koll Adi IDC Herzliya adikoll@gmail.com

Kremer Shaul Zahala zahala1@013.net.il

kreuzer Uri Snunit - Piyyutim

Leon Udi Sugya udi.lion.keshet@gmail.com

Mamane Lionel Matanel Foundation, 
Luxembourg

lionel@matanel.org

Mador Gadi Technoda – Dorset gadi1@technoda.org.il

Maharat Esther

Maharat David Steering Committee for 
Ethiopian-Israeli Youth, Israel

davidma@kidum-edu.org.il

Malka Lydia

Malka Gabriel The School of Tourism, The 
University of Haifa, CEO

gmalka@univ.haifa.ac.il

Mezuman Yaniv Mechina Metarim, Lakhish ymezuman@gmail.com

Moran Eitan Society for Advancement of 
Education

eitan@kidum-edu.org.il

Mordechai Eliav (Suly) The Western Wall Heritage 
Foundation

moria@thekotel.org

Namini Halevi Ofer Tikkun ofer.namimi@gmail.com

Nativ Zeev Mechina Nachshon nachson@netvision.net.il
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Pedaya Haviva Ben Gurion University of the 
Negev

haviva.pedaya@gmail.com

Pekker Ran Zahala Ran@pekker.co.il

Peleg Michal Access for All, Ben Gurion 
University

Palmach Nimrod Mechina Nahal Oz yetti52@gmail.com

Pines Paz Ophir The Research Institute for Local 
Government, Tel Aviv University

pazophir@gmail.com

Pinchas-Cohen Hava Author,	Kisufim cohenh2@bezeqint.net

Posen Itamar Yeshiva Kfar HaZetim, Tiberias itamarp@ykfarzeitim.org.il

Rigaï Udi The Association for Children at 
Risk

udi.rigai@netvision.net.il

Savir Maia Gimnasia Herzliya, Tel Aviv mayasavir@gmail.com

Sachar Noa Alma, Israel

Schweid Lion Judith Amit Network, Israel judith@amit.org.il

Segal Aviv Tel Aviv University, Israel avivs@tauex.tau.ac.il

Shahar Itai

Shahar Shifra A warm home for every soldier shifrashahar@gmail.com

Shalem Motti Alma, CEO motti@alma.org.il

Shechter Menachem Shechter Studio dudybox@gmail.com

Shechter Michal Shechter Studio michalste@gmail.com

Shevah Irit Kaima Beerotayim Farm iritshevach1@gmail.com

Shevah Chai Kaima Beerotayim Farm iritshevach1@gmail.com

Steinsatlz Eben Israel Adin Matanel Foundation, Shefa
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Shofti Shira Youth University, Tel Aviv 
University

ShiraS@tauex.tau.ac.il

Thabaut Ida Matanel Fondation, Guest

Thabaut Simon Matanel Foundation, Guest sithab@aol.co

Turkea Yurman Sophy Alma, Israel sophy@alma.org.il

Tsur Nadine Tel Aviv University

Tsur Yaron Tel Aviv University ytsur@post.tau.ac.il

Wagner Ofer Society for Advancement of 
Education

ofer.w@kidum-edu.org.il

Yadlin Rotem Access for All, CEO rotem.yadlin@gmail.com

Yaniv-Feler Sigal Jfunders

Yefet  Reich Yoni Bar Qayama Farm, Beit Zayit yryoni@gmail.com

Yemini Roey Na Laga’at, Head of Fundraising

Yona Ilana Kedma, CEO kedma10@017.net.il

Zerbib Jean-Charles EEIF, Israel jcz@netvision.net.il

Zeira Tamar Mechina Aderet tamarzeira@gmail.com
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